Although DNA breaks stimulate mitotic recombination in plants, their effects on meiotic recombination are not known. Recombination across a maize a1 allele containing a nonautonomous Mu transposon was studied in the presence and absence of the MuDR-encoded transposase. Recombinant A1Ј alleles isolated from a1-mum2/a1::rdt heterozygotes arose via either crossovers (32 CO events) or noncrossovers (8 NCO events). In the presence of MuDR, the rate of COs increased fourfold. This increase is most likely a consequence of the repair of MuDR-induced DNA breaks at the Mu1 insertion in a1-mum2. Hence, this study provides the first in vivo evidence that DNA breaks stimulate meiotic crossovers in plants. The distribution of recombination breakpoints is not affected by the presence of MuDR in that 19 of 24 breakpoints isolated from plants that carried MuDR mapped to a previously defined 377-bp recombination hotspot. This result is consistent with the hypothesis that the DNA breaks that initiate recombination at a1 cluster at its 5Ј end. Conversion tracts associated with eight NCO events ranged in size from Ͻ700 bp to Ͼ1600 bp. This study also establishes that MuDR functions during meiosis and that ratios of CO/NCO vary among genes and can be influenced by genetic background.
G ENES are recombination hotspots in bacteria,
continuous [e.g., they average ‫053ف‬ bp in Drosophila fungi, plants, and animals (reviewed by Lichten (Hilliker et al. 1994) ] and (2) gene conversions exhibit and Goldman 1995; Schnable et al. 1998) . For exama phenomenon termed polarity [e.g., DNA sequences ple, the ratio between genetic and physical distances near one end of the rosy locus of Drosophila and the within the maize a1 gene is 6.25 cM/Mb (Civardi et al. ARG4 and HIS4 loci of yeast (Schultes and Szostak 1994) , as compared to the genome average of 2.4 cM/ 1990; Detloff et al. 1992) exhibit higher rates of gene Mb, a figure that is based on a maize genetic map that conversion than do sequences at the other end of these consists of 5917 cM (Lee et al. 2002) . Recombination loci] . In most cases, higher frequencies occur at the 5Ј breakpoints are not evenly distributed across some of ends of these genes. these genic hotspots (Eggleston et al. 1995; Patterson In most plants, gene conversion and double-crossover et Xu et al. 1995) . For example, a 377-bp seevents cannot be distinguished. Even so, in the absence quence at the 5Ј coding region of the a1 locus is a of strong negative interference, intragenic double crossrecombination hotspot that exhibits a recombination overs are expected to occur only very rarely. Although rate of 16.1 cM/Mb (Xu et al. 1995) .
putative gene conversions were reported in maize as Recombination events are of two types: reciprocal early as 1986 (Dooner 1986) , only a few conversion crossovers (COs) or nonreciprocal noncrossovers (NCOs), tracts have been molecularly characterized (Xu et al. such as gene conversions. Detailed analyses of gene con-1995; Dooner and Martinez-Ferez 1997b; Mathern version events in Drosophila and fungi have established and Hake 1997; Li et al. 2001; Yao et al. 2002) . that: (1) conversion tract lengths are relatively short and Several models have been proposed to explain the mechanism responsible for meiotic recombination (Holliday 1964; Resnick 1976; Szostak et al. 1983) . The most widely accepted of these are based upon the double-DSBs predicted by this model to initiate meiotic recom- (Athma and Peterson 1991; Lowe et al. 1992; Stinard et al. 1993; . bination have been observed at a number of loci (Sun et al. 1989 (Sun et al. , 1991 Game 1992; Zenvirth et al. 1992; de Because these events either occurred in the absence of meiosis (Athma and Peterson 1991; Massy and Nicolas 1993; Fan et al. 1995; Liu et al. 1995) . Moreover, several studies have demonstrated the Xiao and Peterson 2000) or did not involve the exchange of flanking markers (Lowe et al. 1992) and existence of recombination intermediates of the types postulated in the model, i.e., joint molecules (Collins therefore did not involve meiotic crossovers, they do not address the question as to whether DSBs stimulate and Newlon 1994; Schwacha and Kleckner 1994; Schwacha and Kleckner 1995) and heteroduplex meiotic recombination. Indeed, Dooner and Martinez-Ferez (1997a) have reported that meiotic recombi-DNA (White et al. 1985; Lichten et al. 1990; Goyon and Lichten 1993; Nag and Petes 1993) . More recently, nation at the bz1 locus in maize is not stimulated by the germinal excisions of the Ac transposon, which would be Allers and Lichten (2001) proposed a modified DSB repair model. In this model, COs and NCOs are similarly expected to introduce DSBs within bz1. The relationship between transposon excision and the stimulation of reinitiated by DSBs but following resection and single end invasion (SEI) only some result in DHJs that can resolve pair by recombination has not yet been elucidated in other transposon systems in maize. as COs; the remainder are processed via the synthesisdependent strand annealing pathway and resolve as
The a1 locus of maize is an excellent system for the study of meiotic recombination because: (1) intragenic NCOs. The identification of SEI intermediates in meiosis provides physical evidence for this modified model recombination events can be easily identified by their visible nonparental phenotypes (i.e., colored vs. color- (Hunter and Kleckner 2001) . This model is further supported by the identification of meiotic-related muless kernels); (2) transposon-tagged a1 alleles have been cloned and characterized, e.g., a1-mum2 and a1::rdt altants that disrupt SEI formation and drastically reduce the production of COs but not NCOs (Borner et al. leles (O'Reilly et al. 1985; Brown et al. 1989a) , and a substantial degree of DNA sequence polymorphism ex-2004).
It is thought that meiotic recombination in plants ists between these alleles (Xu et al. 1995) thereby facilitating the high-resolution mapping of recombination shares at least some mechanistic aspects with yeast (Xu et al. 1995; Puchta et al. 1996; Puchta and Hohn 1996) . breakpoints; and (3) et al. 1995) . In summary, the a1-mum2 allele contains a 1.4-mitomycin C) induce DSBs are able to stimulate intrakb Mu1 transposon insertion at position Ϫ97 and the a1::rdt chromosomal recombination (reviewed in Puchta and allele carries a 0.7-kb rdt transposon insertion in the fourth Hohn 1996). Second, the expression of the site-specific exon. Both of these alleles condition a colorless kernel phenoendonuclease I-SceI in tobacco protoplasts (Puchta et type in the absence of trans-acting regulatory transposons MuDR and Dotted [Dt] , respectively. In the presence of MuDR al. 1993, 1996) and HO in somatic cells of Arabidopsis or Dt, the nonautonomous Mu1 or rdt transposons can excise (Chiurazzi et al. 1996) increases the rates of mitotic from a1. If this occurs during kernel development a spotted recombination. Third, autonomous transposons have phenotype results. The shrunken-2 (sh2) gene is located on the ability to increase the rates of recombination-like chromosome 3 ‫1.0ف‬ cM centromere distal from the a1 locus losses of duplicated regions surrounding corresponding (Civardi et al. 1994) . Mutations at this locus condition a shrunken kernel phenotype.
nonautonomous transposons in Arabidopsis and maize Two stocks were derived from a maize line obtained from plates for sequencing the proximal region of the a1::rdt allele. A 1.0-kb fragment resulting from the SacI digestion of the 3.0-D. S. Robertson that carried a1-mum2 and many genetically active copies of MuDR. Sibling spotted and nonspotted kernels kb a1-mum2 subclone pYEN1 (Xu et al. 1995) was subcloned into pBKS to generate pSC1.0. Clones pYEN1 and pSC1.0 derived from the same ears were used as the a1-mum2 with and without MuDR stocks, respectively. Consequently, these were used as templates for sequencing the proximal region of the a1-mum2 allele. stocks differ by only the presence or absence of MuDR. The a1-dl stock is as described by Xu et al. (1995) between a1-mum2 and a1::rdt. The sequences of the oligonucleotides used as primers for The female parents (listed first) were detasseled prior to PCR and sequencing were as follows: QZ1543, 5Ј AAA CAT anthesis to ensure that they would be pollinated by only the AAA AAC AAT ACG TAA TCC AG 3Ј (a1-mum2-specific a1::rdt sh2 male parent. As expected, most of the progeny primer); XX907, 5Ј GTG TCT AAA ACC CTG GCG CA 3Ј; from these crosses had colorless, round (or spotted round QZ1003, 5Ј ATA ATA GTA GCC TCC CGA ATA A 3Ј; XX231, when MuDR was present; class I, Figure 1 ) or colorless, 5Ј GCC AAA CTC TGA TTC GCT CCG TG 3Ј; XX390, 5Ј shrunken (class II, Figure 1 ) kernel phenotypes. However, if TCG GCT TGA TTA CCT CAT TCT 3Ј; XX025, 5Ј GGT AGG intragenic recombination occurred in a1, four recombinant GCA GCG TGT GGT GTT 3Ј (Xu et al. 1995) ; and XX026, classes ( Figure 1 , classes III-VI) could also result; three of 5Ј GAG GTC GTC GAG GTG GAT GAG CTG 3Ј (Xu et al. these can be identified via their nonparental phenotypes. Class 1995). The positions of the primers within the a1 gene are IV recombinants condition a parental phenotype and thereillustrated in Figure 2A . fore could not be identified. NCOs initiated from the a1-mum2
Polymerase chain reaction: PCR was conducted for 40 cycles Sh2 chromosome (class VI) would condition colored round on a programmable thermal controller (MJ Research, Waterkernels. In the current study, this class could not be analyzed town, MA) as follows: denaturation was conducted at 94Њ for due to the difficulty in distinguishing colored kernels from 1 min, annealing at the indicated temperature for 50 sec, and the very heavily spotted kernels that contain MuDR. The two extension at 72 Њ for 1 min. The annealing temperature varied remaining recombinant classes (III and V) produce colored, among primer pairs. The annealing temperature was 3Њ below shrunken kernels. These kernels were putative recombinants the lower of the melting temperatures [2 ϫ (A ϩ T) ϩ 4 ϫ arising from either COs between the Mu1 and rdt transposon (G ϩ C)] of the two primers used in the PCR reaction. PCR insertion sites in the a1-mum2 and a1::rdt alleles (class III, reactions included 0.2 mm dNTP (Pharmacia Biotech, Piscata- Figure 1 ) or gene conversion events in which the rdt transpoway, NJ), 1.5 mm MgCl 2 , 0.5 m of each primer, and Taq son sequence and its flanking sequences were replaced by the polymerase in a total volume of 25 l. In those instances where corresponding sequences from the a1-mum2 allele (class V, nonspecific bands amplified, "hot start" PCR was utilized Figure 1 ). In either case, the genotype of these kernels was (Newton et al. 1989; Chou et al. 1992) . designated A1Ј sh2/a1::rdt sh2. To verify and purify the putative Mapping the breakpoints of COs and the distal (5) endrecombinant alleles, colored shrunken kernels from crosses points of conversion tracts relative to a diagnostic Pst I site: 1 and 2 were planted and subjected to cross 3. Colored, round
On the basis of the strategy used to select recombinants, the kernels from cross 3 were then planted and the resulting breakpoints of all COs and the distal endpoints of all converplants were self-pollinated (cross 4). sion tracts of NCOs recovered in this experiment were expected to fall within the 1.2-kb interval defined by the Mu1 Cross 3: A1Ј sh2/a1::rdt sh2 ϫ a1-dl Sh2/a1-dl Sh2.
and rdt insertion sites in each of the parental a1 alleles ( Figure  Cross Xu et al. (1995) identified a diagnostic Pst I site within this 1.2-kb interval that can distinguish between The colored, shrunken kernels resulting from cross 4 were expected to be homozygous for the recombinant chromoa1-mum2 and a1::rdt derived sequences. This site is present in the a1::rdt allele, but absent from the a1-mum2 allele. Thus, some. The two types of recombination events that gave rise to A1Ј alleles (i.e., CO and NCO) were distinguished using Pst I digestion of PCR-amplified recombinant alleles can be used to map the position of the breakpoint of each CO or two genetic markers that flank the a1 locus on chromosome 3L (Civardi et al. 1994) . RFLP marker php10080 is 2 cM the distal endpoint of each gene conversion tract relative to this site. centromere-proximal to the a1 locus and the phenotypic marker, sh2, is 0.09 cM centromere-distal to the a1 locus.
Primers (XX025 and XX026) were used to PCR amplify this 1.2-kb interval from each recombinant allele ( Figure 2A ). The Generating plasmid clones for sequencing the 3 regions of a1-mum2 and a1::rdt: Within the 1.2-kb interval defined by 1.2-kb PCR products were fractionated by electrophoresis, purified by binding to NA45 DEAE membrane (Schleicher & the insertion sites of Mu1 and rdt, 20 DNA sequence polymorphisms exist between the a1-mum2 (GenBank accession no.
Schuell, Keene, NH), and subjected to PstI digestion. If a given PCR product was digested by Pst I, the breakpoint of the CO AF347696) and a1::rdt alleles (GenBank accession no. AF072704). To sequence the region proximal to the rdt inseror the distal endpoint of the conversion tract associated with the corresponding A1Ј allele did not extend 5Ј of this diagnostion site, the 10-kb a1::rdt clone pE10 (Xu et al. 1995) was digested with SalI and a 2.6-kb fragment that contains the 3Ј tic Pst I site. Alternatively, if the PCR product was resistant to Pst I digestion, the breakpoint of the CO or the distal endpoint region of the a1::rdt allele was subcloned into pBKS (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) to create pSL2.6. Clone pSL2.6 was of the conversion tract was between the diagnostic Pst I site and the Mu1 insertion site. Thirty-six of the 40 A1Ј alleles subsequently digested with SacI or KpnI to generate two overlapping subclones: 1.5-kb pSC1.5 and 1.4-kb pKN1.4, respecwere successfully amplified and mapped relative to the diagnostic PstI site. tively. Clones pSL2.6, pSC1.5, and pKN1.4 were used as tem- MuDR. The colored round class (class VI) was not anawere used for sequencing. For those 6 alleles with breakpoints lyzed for two reasons. First, a previous Mu transposition or endpoints proximal to the polymorphic PstI site, primers XX231 and XX026 were used for sequencing ( Figure 2A ). study in a1 (Lisch et al. 1995) 
demonstrated that Mu1
The positions of each CO breakpoint and the conversion tract excision and repair from a1-mum2 generates fully reendpoints proximal or distal to the polymorphic PstI site were stored alleles at a low rate, Ͻ10
Ϫ4
. Second, coupled with identified by comparing the DNA sequence polymorphisms the extremely low rate of reversion at a1-mum2, it is very present in a given recombinant A1Ј allele to those in a1-mum2 difficult to distinguish the colored round class (class and a1::rdt. VI) from the very heavily spotted parental phenotype obtained from cross 2.
RESULTS
Recombinant A1Ј alleles isolated from crosses 1 and 2 that were in coupling with the closely linked sh2 mutant Isolation of recombination events: Intragenic recomallele could have arisen via either COs that resolved bination events were isolated at the a1 locus as illusbetween the Mu1 and rdt insertion sites or NCOs having trated in Figure 1 . The a1-mum2 and a1::rdt alleles used conversion tracts that span the rdt transposon insertion in these crosses both condition a colorless kernel phenosite. These putative colored shrunken recombinants type in the absence of MuDR and Dt, due to resident Mu1 were analyzed as described in materials and methods. and rdt transposon insertions, respectively. Therefore,
The validity of 8 cross 1 and 32 cross 2 recombinants most of the progeny from these crosses had a colorless were confirmed via testcrosses and/or RFLP analysis (or spotted in the presence of MuDR) kernel phenotype ( a Because not all putative recombinants were successfully testcrossed, corrected numbers of recombinants were calculated (see footnote c ).
b The positions of the 32 CO breakpoints and of the eight NCO conversion tract endpoints are provided in the appendix. c Because not all of the colored shrunken recombinants were classified as COs or NCOs by genetic testcrosses and RFLP analyses, the numbers of CO and NCO events were estimated using the following formulas:
Corrected no. of COs ϭ total colored, shrunken kernels isolated (i.e., all putative recombinants) ϫ % confirmed ϫ [confirmed no. of CO/(confirmed no. of CO ϩ confirmed no. of NCO)].
Corrected no. of NCOs ϭ total colored, shrunken kernels isolated (i.e., all putative recombinants) ϫ % confirmed ϫ [(confirmed no. of NCO/(confirmed no. of CO ϩ confirmed no. of NCO)].
Homogeneity 2 values for the rates of CO and NCO were calculated on the basis of the corrected number of COs and NCOs (see footnote b in Table 2 ).
the a1 locus were used to distinguish between COs and its absence (0.02 vs. 0.005 cM). On the basis of the DSB repair model, NCOs analyzed in this study (class V) NCOs. Of the 40 recombinants analyzed with these markers, 32 events displayed nonparental markers and must have been initiated by DNA breaks on the a1::rdtcontaining homolog. Consistent with MuDR's ability to therefore arose via COs; the remaining 8 exhibited parental flanking markers and were therefore determined interact with Mu1 but not rdt, the rate of the class V NCOs was unaffected by the presence (cross 2) or abto have arisen via NCOs ( Table 1) .
The rates of recombination at the a1 locus in the sence (cross 1) of MuDR. Class VI events (NCOs initiated from a1-mum2; Figure 1 ) would be colored and round. presence or absence of MuDR are shown in Table 2 . The genetic distances (CO ϩ NCO) associated with the Because such kernels can be extremely difficult to distinguish from heavily spotted a1-mum2 kernels, and no 1.2-kb interval derived from cross 1 (without MuDR) and cross 2 (with MuDR) are significantly different (0.008 germinal revertants of a1-mum2 were identified in a previous screen of 10,000 kernels (Lisch et al. 1995) , vs. 0.02 cM). Although the rate of class V NCOs was unaffected by the presence of MuDR, the rate of CO the rates at which class VI events occur were not initially determined in this study. We subsequently attempted was four times higher in the presence of MuDR than in a Because only two of the four possible classes of recombination events were analyzed (III and V in Figure 1 ), the genetic distance associated with the 1.2-kb interval defined by the Mu1 and rdt insertion sites was calculated by doubling the rate of the corrected number of recombinants analyzed (see footnote c in Table 1 ). This calculation is based on the assumption that the frequencies of class III and IV CO events are equal and that the frequencies of class V and VI NCO events are equal. Because COs are reciprocal events it is reasonable to assume that the rates of class III and IV CO events are equal. Although it is not necessarily true that the rates of class V and VI NCOs are equal, the rate of class V events was doubled to allow comparisons between rates of COs and NCOs. Although the rates presented in this table cannot be used to draw conclusions regarding the rates of class VI NCOs, on the basis of a separate experiment, the rate of class VI NCOs in the presence of MuDR is low ‫01ف(‬ Ϫ5 ).
b The homogeneity 2 value for the rates of CO with and without MuDR ( 2 ϭ 9.9, P ϭ 0.002) indicated that the difference between these rates is significant. In contrast, the homogeneity 2 test showed no significant difference between the rates of the NCO from cross 1 and cross 2 ( 2 ϭ 0.04, P ϭ 0.84). c CO/NCO ratios were calculated using only class III COs and class V NCOs (see footnote a ).
to isolate class VI events from the a1-mum2 source used recombination hotspot at the 5Ј end of the a1 coding sequence (Xu et al. 1995) . in this study to determine the frequency at which MuDRPhysical mapping of the 3 (proximal) endpoints of induced DNA breaks are repaired via conversion. Round conversion tracts: On the basis of the genetic screen kernels that appeared to be fully colored and that carused to isolate recombination events, we believe that ried a1-s were selected from the progeny of a1-mum2 the proximal endpoints for all of the conversion tracts Sh2/a1 sh2 plants that carried MuDR and that had been must have resolved proximal to the rdt insertion site. crossed by an a1-s pollen source (a cross similar to cross Only two DNA sequence polymorphisms exist between 2). Only one excision event was confirmed from a poputhe a1-mum2 and a1::rdt alleles in the 1.6 kb proximal lation of ‫000,64ف‬ spotted kernels (data not shown).
to the rdt insertion site (Figure 2A) . One of these polyTherefore, the rate of reversion of a1-mum2 to A1Ј (class morphisms is a 32-bp insertion/deletion that is present VI events), i.e., ‫01ف‬
Ϫ5
, did not differ significantly from in the a1-mum2 allele, but absent from the a1::rdt allele. the rates of NCO from the a1::rdt chromosome (class By using an a1-mum2-specific primer (QZ1543) that an-V events) in the presence or absence of MuDR (Table  neals to the 32-bp polymorphic sequence in combina-2). Hence, the increased rate of recombination that tion with a primer (XX907) that amplifies both a1-mum2 occurs in the presence of MuDR is due to an increased and a1::rdt alleles, it was possible to map the proximal rate of COs.
endpoints of the conversion tracts relative to this 32-Physical mapping of recombination breakpoints of bp polymorphic site ( Figure 2C ). The ability of these COs and the 5 (distal) endpoints of conversion tracts:
primers to PCR amplify a given A1Ј allele indicated that The conversion endpoints of 8 NCO events and the the conversion tract contained the 32-bp polymorphic recombination breakpoints of 28 CO events were physisequence. Such a result would indicate that the proximal cally mapped. Because recombinants were selected on conversion tract endpoint was proximal to the 32-bp the basis of their colored, shrunken phenotypes, the polymorphic site. The proximal conversion tract endbreakpoints of all the COs and the distal endpoints of points of four A1Ј alleles derived from NCOs mapped the conversion tracts must have resolved within the 1.2-proximal to the 32-bp polymorphic site. The 1059 bp kb interval defined by the Mu1 and rdt transposon inserproximal to this polymorphism are identical between tion sites (Figure 2) . the two a1 alleles. No a1-specific RFLPs were detected Digestion with PstI revealed that the distal endpoints between a1-mum2 and a1::rdt that mapped between the of six of the eight conversion tracts map 5Ј of the diag-32-bp polymorphism and php10080 when the 1.0-kb nostic PstI site that is polymorphic between a1-mum2 SacI/EcoRI fragment from the a1-mum2 subclone pSC1.0 and a1::rdt. By virtue of the selection scheme used in was used as a hybridization probe in a DNA gel blot the experiment, the conversion tracts cannot contain experiment involving genomic DNA (data not shown). Mu1. Hence, the distal endpoints of these six conversion As a result, the proximal endpoints of these four convertracts must lie between the PstI site and the Mu1 insersion tracts could not be determined with higher precition site. The 1.2-kb interval between the Mu1 and rdt sion. insertion sites exhibits 20 polymorphisms between the A negative PCR result using primers QZ1543 and a1-mum2 (GenBank accession no. AF347696) and a1::rdt XX907 demonstrated that the proximal endpoint of alleles (GenBank accession no. AF072704). Regions an NCO was distal to the 32-bp polymorphic site. The containing the CO breakpoints or conversion tract endproximal endpoints of four NCO A1Ј alleles mapped points associated with each of 36 A1Ј alleles were PCR distal to the 32-bp polymorphism. To map these proxiamplified and the purified PCR products were semal endpoints to higher resolution, the corresponding quenced. The sequence derived from each recombinant A1Ј alleles were PCR amplified using primers XX907 A1Ј allele was then compared to the sequences of the and QZ1003 (Figure 2A) . By comparing the sequences a1-mum2 and a1::rdt alleles. The switchpoint of sequence of the resulting 0.9-kb PCR product to the a1 parental polymorphisms within each recombinant allele estaballeles used to generate the A1Ј alleles, the proximal lished, at the highest possible resolution, the position of endpoints were mapped at the highest possible resolueach CO breakpoint or NCO conversion tract endpoint.
tion afforded by the sequence polymorphisms present The distributions of the CO breakpoints and the distal between the parental alleles. The proximal endpoints endpoints of the NCO conversion tracts are illustrated of all four of these conversion tracts mapped to interval in Figure 2B . Whereas recombination hotspots in yeast XXIII ( Figure 2C ). Although three of the conversion are defined by regions of high DSB frequency, recombitracts are indistinguishable, they must have arisen via nation hotspots in this and other plant studies are deindependent events because they were recovered from fined as regions with elevated rates of recombination separate female parents in crosses 1 and 2. resolution endpoints. The distal endpoints of 6 of 8
Lengths of conversion tracts: Because the positions NCO events and the CO breakpoints of 21 of 28 crossof both the distal and the proximal endpoints of four conversion events were established, it was possible to over events mapped to the previously defined 377-bp (Xu et al. 1995) is indicated. Data from Xu et al. (1995) are provided for reference. (C) Locations of NCO conversion endpoints and sizes of conversion tracts associated with eight A1Ј alleles isolated from crosses 1 and 2. When possible, conversion tract endpoints were mapped relative to pairs of DNA sequence polymorphisms. Sequences confirmed to be included in the conversion tract are measured in base pairs above the bold lines. Conversion tract endpoints can be positioned relative to the nearest polymorphism and the size of the tract is equal to or less than the length of the thin line. The proximal ends of four conversion tracts (arrows on left side of bold lines) lie to the proximal side of the polymorphic site indicated by an asterisk in A. The numbers of A1Ј alleles with the indicated type of conversion tract are indicated on the right. calculate the sizes of the conversion tracts associated conversion tracts could not be determined. However, on the basis of the positions of the corresponding distal with each of the resulting A1Ј alleles. As depicted in Figure 2C , three of the four conversion tracts were beendpoints, the lengths of these conversion tracts must be in excess of 534 bp (1 allele), 1124 bp (1 allele), tween 621 and 1318 bp in length. The fourth is between 31 and 683 bp. For the remaining four conversion 1320 bp (1 allele), and 1603 bp (1 allele). events, although their distal endpoints were mapped at the highest possible precision, it was not possible to DISCUSSION map their proximal endpoints because of a lack of polymorphisms between the parental a1 alleles (a1-mum2
Physical characterization of NCO conversion tracts: The average lengths of meiotic conversion tracts at the and a1::rdt). Therefore, the absolute sizes of these four rosy locus of Drosophila melanogaster (Hilliker et al. 1994) ences in the degree of DNA sequence polymorphism, because Dooner's heteroalleles exhibited approxiand the rp49 locus of D. subobscura (Betran et al. 1997) are 352 and 122 bp, respectively. In contrast, the average mately the same degree of DNA sequence polymorphism (1.5%) as the parental a1 alleles used in the tract lengths associated with Drosophila P-element excision were somewhat larger, i.e., ‫0041ف‬ bp (Gloor et al. current study (1.8%). Instead, the ‫-01ف‬fold difference in the CO/NCO ratios between the two studies could 1991; Preston and Engels 1996). In yeast, the average meiotic conversion tract lengths range from 0.4 to 1.6 be a consequence of locus-specific differences in the relative rates of conversions and crossovers or differkb in a 9-kb interval (Borts and Haber 1989). Even so, longer conversion tracts of 9 and 12 kb have also ences caused by genetic background. Although it is not possible to exclude locus-specific effects, this study does been observed in yeast (Borts et al. 2000) . Conversion tracts Ͼ5 kb have also been observed in Neurospora establish that CO/NCO ratios can be influenced by the differences in genetic background. Specifically, this (Yeadon and Catcheside 1998) . Few plant conversion tracts have been characterized. In maize, two a1 converstudy establishes that MuDR affects CO/NCO ratios. For example, the CO/NCO ratios differ by more than sion tracts were in excess of 621 and 815 bp (Xu et al. 1995) and two bz1 conversion tracts were between 965 threefold between crosses 1 and 2 (compare CO/NCO ratios, Table 2 ) for which the genetic backgrounds are and 1165 bp and between 1.1 and 1.5 kb (Dooner and Martinez-Ferez 1997b) . The conversion tracts of two identical except for the absence (cross 1) or presence (cross 2) of MuDR. We cannot exclude the possibility NCO-like events isolated from the maize Kn1-O tandem duplication (Mathern and Hake 1997) are 1.7 and 3 that the relative impacts of MuDR on rates of COs and NCOs may differ depending upon the level of sequence kb. Yao et al. (2002) identified two putative NCOs from the maize a1-sh2 interval that have conversion tracts that heterology present in a heterozygote. For example, it is possible that in heterozygotes exhibiting a degree of are at least 17 kb.
The eight conversion tracts characterized in this study heterology lower than that present in crosses 1 and 2, MuDR might increase the rate of NCOs. This, however, (crosses 1 and 2) ranged in size from Ͼ31 bp to Ͼ1603 bp. These NCO events resulted from conversion of the seems unlikely given that reversions of Mu-induced alleles of all loci studied are quite rare in diverse genetic rdt insertion and its surrounding sequences and were therefore initiated by DSBs on the a1::rdt-containing chrobackgrounds, which would be expected to exhibit varying levels of heterology at the target loci. mosome. Conversion tracts on the a1::rdt-containing chromosome that extended 5Ј of the Mu1 insertion site would MuDR increases the rate of COs at a1: According to the most widely accepted recombination models (Szosnot have been recovered.
The single revertant allele isolated from a1-mum2 in tak et al. 1983; Sun et al. 1991; Allers and Lichten 2001) , which are well supported by data from yeast, this study exhibited 100% identity to the wild-type progenitor of a1-mum2 (i.e., A1-LC). This revertant may meiotic recombination is initiated by DSBs and the subsequent repair and resolution of these DSBs results in therefore have arisen via a class VI NCO event ( Figure  1 ) within the interval 51 bp upstream and 165 bp downCOs or NCOs. Although in plants the mechanisms underlying meiotic recombination are not as well understream of the Mu1 insertion site that lacks polymorphisms between the parental alleles of crosses 1 and 2. stood, it is thought that they are at least similar to those that occur in yeast. Support for this view comes from This would be consistent with the finding that in mice and yeast, gene conversion tracts can be Ͻ100 bp the isolation of plant homologs of many of the yeast genes involved in DSB processing and meiotic recombi- (Sweetser et al. 1994; Elliott et al. 1998; Palmer et al. 2003) .
nation (reviewed in Bhatt et al. 2001; Schwarzacher 2003) . Also, agents that introduce DSBs into plant chroFactors affecting CO/NCO ratios: In yeast heterozygotes, the presence of only a few nucleotide polymormosomes increase rates of mitotic recombination and intrachromosomal recombination. phisms can drastically affect the frequencies at which COs (Borts and Haber 1987; Borts et al. 1990 ) and It has not yet, however, been determined in plants whether the stimulation of DNA breaks increases the NCOs (Chen and Jinks-Robertson 1999; Nickoloff et al. 1999) are recovered. For example, 0.09% heterology rate of homologous meiotic recombination. To address this question, recombinants were isolated from a1-between alleles at the MAT loci in yeast reduced COs by twofold and increased the rate of NCOs by threefold mum2/a1::rdt heterozygotes that carried or did not carry MuDR. MuDR encodes a transposase (Chomet et al. (Borts et al. 1990) . Similarly, in the maize bz1 gene, the degree of sequence similarity between the parental 1991; Hershberger et al. 1991; Qin et al. 1991; Hsia and Schnable 1996) required for the transposition of alleles affects the CO/NCO ratio (Dooner 2002) . In Dooner's study the CO/NCO ratio observed between Mu elements. This transposition must involve some type of DNA breaks. The recovery of chromosomes that conbz1 "heteroalleles" was Ͼ20. In the current study, the CO/NCO ratio observed in plants that lacked MuDR tain deletions of sequences adjacent to Mu elements and internally deleted Mu elements is consistent with was 1.8. This dramatic difference in the CO/NCO ratio between the two studies cannot be attributed to differthe existence of MuDR-catalyzed DNA breaks in the vicinity of Mu elements (Levy et al. 1989 ; Levy and sase must at least be creating a local environment that is more conducive to the formation of endogenous DNA Walbot 1991; Lisch et al. 1995; Hsia and Schnable 1996; Asakura et al. 2002; Kim and Walbot 2003 events, Figure 1) ; or DSB repair, using as template the sister chromatid. This latter process would not generate (Brown et al. 1989b ) and between 4.9 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 and 2.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 (Schnable et al. 1989) . Consistent with these recombinant chromosomes and would in fact regenerate the parental a1-mum2 allele or either internal or results, we and others (Lisch et al. 1995) have shown that the rate of class VI NCOs at a1-mum2 is low. It adjacent deletions of Mu1 if gap repair is interrupted (Lisch et al. 1995; Hsia and Schnable 1996 ; Asakura is puzzling that in this heterozygote, although MuDR increases the rate of CO fourfold, the rate of class VI et al. 2002; Kim and Walbot 2003) .
MuDR is required for the transposition of Mu transpoNCOs is low in the presence of MuDR. In yeast, several meiotic mutants that affect SEI and sons, a process that requires the introduction of DNA breaks. According to accepted recombination models, DHJ formation drastically reduce the frequency of COs but not NCOs. This suggests that recombination outCOs are also initiated by DNA breaks. Hence, we interpret our observation that plants that carry MuDR exhibit comes (CO vs. NCO repair) are determined prior to stable strand exchange (i.e., SEI; Borner et al. 2004) . four times more class III COs (Figure 1 ) than do plants that do not carry MuDR ( Table 2 ) to indicate that during If this is also true in plants, the MuDR-generated breaks might be designated prior to strand exchange to be meiosis at least some MuDR-induced DNA breaks are repaired via the CO pathway. Hence, our results strongly repaired by the CO pathway. In V(D)J site-specific recombination, the RAG recombinases act as molecular suggest that DNA breaks stimulate meiotic COs in plants.
shepherds that allow repair of the RAG-generated DSB by the NHEJ machinery and not other repair pathways Although MuDR stimulates meiotic COs, the Ac transposon does not (Dooner and Martinez-Ferez 1997a) . (Lee et al. 2004) . Similarly, during meiosis the MuDR transposase and/or protein(s) involved in the meiotic This suggests that Ac-induced DSBs are separated temporally or spatially from meiotic recombination (Dooner recombination machinery may remain bound to the MuDR-generated DNA breaks and thereby channel reand Martinez-Ferez 1997a) or that Ac-induced DSBs are repaired by another pathway, for example via the pairs to the CO pathway. It is also possible that some repairs of MuDR-induced DNA breaks could be chanformation of hairpins followed by nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) repair at sites of microhomology (Weil neled to pathways that were not detected in this study because they do not yield COs or germinal revertants and Kunze 2000; Yu et al. 2004) .
We cannot rule out the possibility that the increased (e.g., repair using the sister chromatid as template or NHEJ). The high somatic and low germinal reversion rates of CO observed in this study are not a direct consequence of an increased rate of breaks at Mu1 but are rates observed in the Mu system could be explained if these "molecular shepherds" differ between the mitotic instead a consequence of potential changes in the chromatin architecture at a1-mum2 that occur in the presand meiotic cellular programs. MuDR does not affect the distribution of recombinaence of MuDR. Even if the transposase per se is not generating breaks at the Mu1 insertion site, the transpotion breakpoints: Insertion/deletion polymorphisms (IDPs) and transposon insertions suppress recombinavealed by this study, if a Mu-insertion allele is present in a genome that contains an active copy of MuDR, the tion in nearby regions of the bz1 locus (Dooner and Martinez-Ferez 1997b) . By doing so these IDPs change rate of intragenic recombination can actually be higher the distribution of recombination breakpoints across (twofold in this case) than that of the original allele the bz1 locus, creating apparent recombination hotthat lacked a transposon insertion. Because a variety of spots. In contrast, the distribution of recombination plant DNA transposons have an affinity for inserting breakpoints across the a1 gene is not affected by the into genes (Bureau et al. 1996; Raizada et al. 2001b ; Mu1 insertion at position Ϫ97 in a1-mum2 (Xu et al. Jiang et al. 2004 ) and intragenic recombination can 1995; Yao et al. 2002) . Hence, the recombination hotgenerate new alleles, their ability to alter rates of intraspot reported by Xu et al. (1995) is not a consequence genic recombination could have significant evolutionof the Mu1 insertion in one of the parental alleles used ary implications. by that study. in stocks that lack MuDR (Xu et al. 1995) . Hence, the COs that are apparently initiated by MuDR-induced breaks at the Mu1 insertion at Ϫ97 resolve at the same initiate recombination in nonmutant a1 alleles occur
